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Abstract
The 2p-COL problem introduced by Walsh, smoothly interpolates between P and NP by
mixing together the polynornial 2-coloring problem and the NP complete 3-coloring problem. A
natural upper bound on the non colorability of the 2p.-COL problem i n1injf2/(1 - P), 31,
where 2 and

are the upper bounds on 2COL and 3COL thresholds respectively. In this

paper we improve this uppe- bound for each 073 < p

1. This means that for p

073 the

2+p-COL problem does not behave like the 2COL problem. We use the method developed by
Kaporis et al., which combines the concept of legal rigid colorings introduced by Achlioptas and
Molloy with the occupancy problem for random allocations of balls into bins.
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Introduction

Phase transition behavior has given much insight into what makes NP-complete problems hard
to solve. Many experimental results have established that the hardest instances to solve in a
number of NP-complete problems often occur around a rapid transition in solubility [1 2 3 4.
Some of the most interesting phase transition results have come from the random 2P-SAT
problem introduced by Monasson et al. in [5]. This problem lets us explore the interface between P and NP by mixing together the polynomial 2-SAT and the NP-complete 3-SAT. The
phase transition behavior of this problem has been very well studied from both the experimental
and theoretical point of view. Despite the fact that the problem is NP-complete for any fixed
p > , it was established that the polynomial 2-SAT subproblem dominates the satisfiability
and cost to solve the 2p-SAT problem up to p = 25 [5 6.
Motivated by the insights that the 2p-SAT problem has provided into computational complexity and algorithm performance, in 7 Walsh introduced five new problems in order to explore
more deeply the interface between P and NP. The most interesting of these problems is the
2+1)-COL problem, which is studied in [8]. This problem was defined as a mix of the random 2coloring problem, which is in P, and the NP-complete random 3-coloring problem. In 8, Walsh
stated the most important questions related with this new problem and performed a detailed
experimental study of its phase transition.
In this paper, we study the problem of computing an upper bound on the non colorability
threshold of the 2p-COL problem. This is the first theoretical study of one of the important
questions introduced by Walsh. In the next section we review the results concerning 21)-SAT
and 2p--COL problems and discuss the main differences between them. In section 3 we obtain
theoretical upper bound on the non-colorability threshold of the 2p-COL problem by applying
the method developed by Kaporis et al. 9
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Conclusions are given in the last section.

2p-SAT vs. 2p-COL

A random k-SAT problem in formed by selecting uniformly and independently m clauses from
the set of all %)

kclauses; on a given set of n variables. The main open question on random

k-SAT is the existence of a sharp threshold as the ratio of clauses to variables is increased,
i.e. that there exists

Ck

such that a random formula with ratio c <

probability (w.h.p.), whereas a random formula with c >
existence of the sharp threshold at

C

=

Ck

Ck

is satisfiable with high

is unsatisfiable w.h.p. For k = 2 the

was independently proved in [11, 12, 131. For k > 3,

Friedgut proved that thresholds depending on n exist 14], but determining the exact location
of the threshold remains a difficult open problem. For random 3-SAT there has been a number
of results on lower and upper bounds on the threshold
2

C3.

The best known lower and upper

bounds on

C3

are 352 [15] and 457 16], respectively.

The 2p-SAT problem introduced in [51 is defined as follows: fix p E 0, 1] and form a
random formula with n variables by selecting uniformly and independently pm clauses from the
set of all 3clauses and ( - p)m clauses from the set of all 2clauses. Thus, p =
to random 2-SAT, while p =

corresponds

corresponds to random 3-SAT. Monasson et al. claimed that

for every p E [0, 1] there is a critical value of c, denoted by cp around which the 2

p-SAT

problem undergoes a phase ransition. By considering the satisfiability of the embedded 2-SAT
subproblem, an easy upper ound on cp follows from the fact that
In 19] it was claimed that there exists p*

CP(1 - P

<

C2,

i.e. c

041, such that for all p E [0, p*), cp =

''

'P. Also,

the transition shifts from CLtinuous to discontinuous as the backbone jumps in size. Achlioptas
et al. 6] gave rigorous theoretical results for the random 2
the random 2
for p

p-SAT problem. They proved that

p-SAT probl am exhibits a sharp threshold for every p E [0, 1] and obtained that

25, with probability

subformula is satisfiable, i.e

-

l), a random 2p-SAT formula is satisfiable iff its 2-SAT

that cp = I 'P for p

25. Moreover, they obtained lower and

upper bounds for the transition for every p > 25 and established that the 2p-SAT problem
behaves like random 3-SAT 'or p > 0695.
The random kCOL problem is the problem of coloring a graph with n vertices, each with
k possible colors and rn edges drawn uniformly and at random. Like k-SAT, kCOL is NPcomplete for k > 3 but pol3momial for k = 2 It is well known that the 2COL problem has
* coarse transition, i.e. the probability of non-2-colorability is bounded away from
* >

and increases gradually with r, reaching

-

for any

) at r = 12. For the random 3COL

problem, Achlioptas and Friedgut 17) showed that there exists a function r3(n) such that for
any

>

a random graph with (r3(n - E)n edges is 3-colorable w.h.p. and a random graph

with (r3(n) + c)n is not 3-colorable w.h.p., i.e. that 3-colorability has a sharp threshold. It
is widely believed that r3(n) converges to a constant r3 but this remains an open problem.
Upper and lower bounds on

r3

have been rigorously established. The best lower bound is cur-

rently 1923 and has been obtained by Achlioptas and Molloy [18] while the best upper bound on
r3 is 2495, obtained independently by Kaporis et al.

9 and Fountoulakis and McDiarmid in [10]

To interpolate smoothly from P to NP a random 2p-COL problem has a fraction (
of its vertices with 2 colors, and a fraction p with 3 colors, where
graph G(V, E) is 2p-colorable if the set V = I
tioned into two subsets U =
into

. .. , n

1, . . . , ( - p)nj and W =

< p

1.

P)

We say that a

of its vertices, which is initially parti( - p)n +

....

n,

can be partitioned

nonempty cells U1, WI, U2, W2 and W3, such that no two vertices belonging to the same

cell or belonging to different cells with the same number are adjacent. This partition is called
a 2p-coloring of G and the vertices of the sets Uj, j =

3

2 and Wj, j =

2 3 are said to

have color

Notice that the vertices with 2 colors are fixed and cannot be chosen freely. Like

2+p-SAT, the 2p-COL problem is NP-complete for any fixed p > .
The main difference between 21)-COL and 2p-SAT is the fact that while 2-SAT, 3-SAT
and 3COL all have sharp transitions, 2COL has a coarse one. Thus, the 2P-COL problem
mixes two subproblems belonging to different complexity classes and also with different phase
transition behavior.

In 8, Walsh studied experimentally how the random 2p-COL phase

transition vaxies as p goes from

to 1. He found that the behavior of the 2p-COL problem

appears to be dominated by the embedded polynomial 2COL subproblem up to p ;z-, 0.8 and
observed phase transition behavior for p < 0.8 in which there appeaxed to be both smooth and
sharp regions.
In order to analyze the phase transition Walsh [8] introduced the parameters:
r2+p

=

SUPIrIG(n,rn)is2+p-colorablew.h.p.1,

-f2+p = infIrIG(n,rn)isnot2+p-colorablew.h.p.l.
From 20] L =

and T2 r 12. For any fixed p < 1, a random 2P-COL problem contains a

2-COL problem which has a probability of being non colorable that asymptotically is less than
1, then r2+p -

for all p < . Since colorability is a monotone property, 2+p

2+p- On the

other hand, since the 3COL problem has a sharp phase transition, using the lower and upper
bound we have 1923 <

< 3 < 2495. So, z2+p marks the start of the phase transition while

f2+p maxks its end. The staxt stays fixed at L2+p
at

=

0 for p <

and jumps discontinuously to 3

As with 21),-SAT, we have:
T2

f2+p

min

T2
1 - P ,T3)

In his experimental study [8], Walsh found that the upper bound (1), which looks at the 2-Col
subproblem, is tight up to p=0.8, using the value of 252 for 73, which was the best known upper
bound on r3 at that moment 21].
In the next section, we show that this upper bound is tight up to some p,
tain a new upper bound on 2+p for 073 < p
3

0729 and ob-

1, using a theoretical approach of 9].

Bounding T2+p using rigid colorings and the occupancy

problem
The first moment method, that makes use of Markov's inequality gives, as an upper bound to
the non colorability threshold of the 3COL problem, the value of 27 21, 91. This method does
not give the smallest possible value of r, because for values of r < 27 there are graphs that
4

possess a very large number of 3-colorings that contribute greatly to the expectation. Since the
natural upper bound (1) depends on the upper bound on

r3,

we use the method of Kaporis et

al. 9 which leads to the current best upper bound 2495. This approach combines the concept
of rigid legal colorings introduced by Achlioptas and Molloy 21] with the occupancy problem
for random allocations of balls into bins. We will extend the definitions and notations of 21 to
the case of 2p-colorings ad adapt the analysis of

] to this case.

The 2p-partition P = Ul, WI, U2, W2, W3) is a 2p-coloring of the graph G(V, E) if no edge
e E E connects two vertices from cells with the same number. We let
IW I = an,

121

= On,

JU I = n,

IW31 = (p - a - O)n, aO

U21

= ( - p - y)n, 0 < ^I

0

a

0

p

- p.

Let Cp denote the event that P is a 2p-coloring of a graph G(V, E). The number of edges
that are allowed to exist in E,graph with this 2p-coloring is
T(P

=
+

JU-I+IWI)(JU21+IW21)+
(IUI.I+IWII)IW31+(IU21+IW21)IW31
[(,y+a)(1-p--y+,3)+(p-a-,3)(1-p+a+O)]n

2

rn 2
Considering a random graph formed by selecting uniformly at random m = rn edges with
repetition allowed, the probability of the event Cp is
rn

T(P)

Pr[Cp

)r,0(1).

(2-r

(n)
2

(2)

We now use the concept of rigid colorings introduced in 21]. For a 2

p-coloring P of V let

us say that a vertex v of color i is unmovable in P if for every j > i the partition resulting
by moving v to a cell with color j is not a 2

p-coloring of G. Note that every vertex in

is unmovable by definition. We will say that P is a igi 2

2

p-coloring of G, if every vertex is

unmovable in P. This event will be denoted by Rp. We will only consider the set R# of rigid
colorings. The following Mar.-ov type inequality holds:
Pr[G has a 2+p-coloring]

E[IR#l = 1: Pr[Rp I Cp]Pr[Cp]
P

(3)

where the sum runs over theset of 2p-partitions of V. We now compute the probability of the
conditional event RpICp as

9.

Since we have conditioned oil Cp, the random graphs of the resulting probability space may
contain only edges connectin,- cells with different numbers. Let El denote the event that an
5

edge between parts U U WI and

U2UW2

is chosen and let El,

i = 1 2 denote the event that

an edge between vertices of the parts W, W3 is chosen. Since vertices in U and U2 cannot
have the color 3 by definition, we denote by E* the event that an edge between parts U1, W or
between parts U2, W3 is chosen. Then, in each edge selection of the rn, exactly one of the four
possible events El, E2, E3, E* must be realized. The probabilities of these events are:
Pr[EI] Pr[E3]

(,Y+a)('-P--Y+,3) , Pr[E2 =
Ir
O(P a '3) , Pr[E* = (1 A(P

a

P

a

Let Al, A2, A3, A4 be random variables counting the number of times the event El, E2, E3, E* is realized respectively, in the process of the rn edge selections (repetitions counted). Then, the joint
distribution of these variables is the multinomial distribution with probabilities Pr[Ell, Pr[E21,
Pr[E3] and Pr[E*). Denoting by A,y, the event [Al = xrn, A2
Y - Z)rn] and by V,,p,, the fact that JW11 = an, W21 =3n, W31
( - p - -y)n, the following holds:
Pr[A.y I V.,3-y]

yrn, A = znr, A =
(p- a -,3)n, U11 =Yn,

- X
U21

rn
(xrnyrnzrn, (1-x-y-z)rn)
Pr[El 1,rn Pr[E2] yn Pr[E3] zrn Pr[E*J (1-x-y-z)rn
((a +,Y)(I - P - Y +M
X

a(P - a
Y

(

O(p - a - 0)
(1 MP - a -M
Z
) Z(
- X- Y- Z
where

< x, y, z < and F

y] rn

Y

1-X-Y-

rn

(4)

G denote the fact that In F - In G.

Each time we select an edge from the (-y + a)(1 - p - -y+ O)n2 possible edges from U

WI

to U2 U W2, its endpoint in Ul WI is unmovable to color 2 So, after the rn edge selections,
the A = xrn edges that connect vertices from U WI and U2 U W2 must be sufficient in order
to make all the (a + -y)n vertices belonging to Ul U WI unmovable to color 2 The process of
choosing edges connecting Ul U WI with U2 U W2, thus making vertices in Ul U WI unmovable to
color 2 can be viewed as throwing randomly and uniformly xrn ball in (a + -Y)n bins. Let HI
denote the event that all vertices in U1 WI are unmovable to U2 U W2; the probability of this
event is equal to the probability that none of the (a + -y)n bins remain empty after the random
placement of the xrn balls. The same is valid for Hi, i = 1, 2 that denotes the events that all
vertices in W are unmovable to W3. In order to obtain sharp estimates of the probabilities that
no bin remains empty after the random placement of the balls we use the following theorem by
Kamath et al. [22].
6

Theorem 1 22] Let W denote the number of empty bins after the placement, uniformly and
independently, of balls into

bins, where both and k are constant multiples of n. Let c = l1k >

1. If we denote by H(l, k, w) the probability that W = w and if, in addition w - E[W I = Q(k)
then
H (1,k, W)

- k [fl-:

e

in( u-)dt-c in u

1-t

I

where u is the solution of th(, equation w = k( - u1 - e-'/u)).
For each of the three cases cf color changes under consideration we have to set w

0. In this

case u is the solution of the equation
u(I - e'Iu =

-* ln(u -

) = ln(u - c
U

which can be expressed using Lambert W function 23] as:
u = /[1 + LambertW(-ce-c)/c].
The condition
w - E[W]l = 1 - k

1Y
k

Q(k)

can be easily verified for the three events under consideration. For example in the case of the
event HI we have

= xrn, k

(a

1w - E[W I

)n and

1 - k(l - I
k

kj

Using the equation for u in t[Ie case of w =
I
fo In

u

- (a + -y)e-xr/(a +

)

Q(k).

one can easily verify that

t
)dt = + ln(u -

)

and this yields
H(l, k, 0) -;; expf-k(c + In(u -

- c In u)].

The following estimates are deduced from the above theorem:
Pr[Hl I Al = xrn, UI + Wjj = (a + -y)n] ,-, e-(a+-y)[cj+In(uj-l)-cj Inufl,
Pr [H I A = yrn IWI I = an] >
Pr 113
where l=

>

1,

C

=

A

>

ui = /[I

= zrn IW21 =

1, C3

>

e-Q[C2+ln(U2-1)-C2 In 21'

n] < e-

6[C3+ln(u3-1)-C3 In U31

and ui is expressed as

LambertW(-cje-'i)/c-j],

7

i = 1 23.

(5)

For a given P and using 4) and (5), the probability of conditional event Rp I Cp is given by
Pr[Rp I Cp]

Pr[A.,, I V.sjPr[HI, H2, H

I A:,:y

A

(XYZ)EDao-y

E

[1

+ -Y)(1 - P - Y

(X'Y'z)(-=Dapf

O(P

le-

a

'3)) Z ((I

P)(P

a

jxYz

- X - Y - z

n

)

InU11-CX[C2+In(U2-1)-C2 InU21

3[C3+ln(U3-1)-C3

]n

In U31

y] n

Y

(c,+-y)[cj+In(uj-1)-cj

E

_ a

X

z

le

Ce(

n

F(x, y, z I a,,3, -y).

(6)

(XY,-')ED.0-y

where
D.,3-y

(x, y, z)

E

[0 13

(a + -Y), Y > C" z >

X >
-

r

r

Taking the expectation of the number of colorings

E[JR#11

E[2,r] In
P

.

R#1 and using

E

F(x,

X +

+ z <

2) and

y, z I a,,3 -y)

(7)

Using the concept of isomorphic

21] we will restrict the sum above to run over any maximal set of non-isomorphic

2+p-partition of V.

The number of isomorphic partitions for a given 2p-partition
(1-p)n
-Y7 (1 - P -

then

6), we get

(xyz)ED.,3_y

where the first sum runs over the set of 2p-partitions of V.
partitions as in

r

Y)('-P--Y)

P

is

pn
acf,3-' (P -

e

0)

7) can be written as

E[jR#j] :_-

E

[2,rjrn

F (x, y, z I a,,3, -y)

(Q,,6,-yxyz)ED
ack,30 (p - a

pn

(1-p)-y-,

P -

(8)

Y)(1 -P-,Y)

where

D

(a,,3, -y, x, y, z) E [0, pj' X [0, 1 - p]

[0, 1

I a + 0 < p, (x, y, z) E D.,3,}.

Now, if we find a condition on r that forces an arbitrary term of the sum that appears in (8
converge to 0, then the whole sum will converge to

to

since it contains polynomially many terms

vanishing exponentially fast. An arbitrary term of this sum is given by the following expression

8

raised to n:
P

(1-P)

E = 1CQ,31'(p - a - )(P-Q-0) I 1-Y^1(1-P--Y)(1-P--Y)1
[2 ( (a +,y)(1 - p - -y +,3)
a(p - a - ) )y] r
X

0(p - a Z
le-

Y

)),

(

Y

((1 - P)(P a
) IXY_'
1-X-Y-Z )

(a+-y)[c1+In(u1-1)-c1

nU1J-a[C2+In(U2-1)-C2

In U21

l,_O[0!3+In(U3-1)-C3 In U31I

For each

and any value cf r such that E is strictly less than

the n-power of E tends to

for all (a, 0, -yx)Y7 ) E D,

meaning that the graph is not 2p-colorable with high probability.

It makes the calculation easi Er to consider the natural logarithm of E and analyze when In E is
strictly less than .
InE=-p [alna + Olno + (p - a

,3)In(p - a

3)]

- ( - p) Yln-y + (1 - p - y)In(l - p - y)]
• rIn 2

rx [1n(a + -y) + ln(1 - p - y +

• ry [Inck + In(p - a

lnx]

,3) - Iny]

• rz [Inj? + ln(p - a -

- nz]

• r(l - x - y - z[In(l - p) + In(p - a -

In(l - x - y - z)]

- (a + -y) [cl + In(ul - 1 - cl In ul]
a C2

-

[C3 +

In(U2

- 1

n(U3 - 1

- C2

In U21

- C3 In U31

(10)

As in 9 it can be demonstrated that n E is convex for each p E [0, 1] and any value of r
as a function of (a,,3, -y, x, y, Z) E D

In order to find the upper bound on f2+p for each p

and provided that the function In E is convex, we found the minimum value of r such that the
maximum of In E over D is strictly negative.
We did the calculation iteratively with Ap = 0.01, starting with p = 099 and r = 2494695,
the upper bound on r3 obtained in []. In each iteration we use as an initial value ri the value
of r found in the previous iteration we then compute the optimum value of r as follows. For
the initial value ri, maxD In E(ri

< 0; using Ar = 0.05 we decrease the value of ri step by

step until we find the closest value rd < ri such that maxD In E(rd > 0. Starting with these
values ri and rd, we apply the bisection method, maximizing In E over D for each new r until
Ir - rd I < 10 1

Since In E is convex, the maximum in each case was obtained iteratively, by

evaluating the objective funciion on a uniform grid of D. Initially we use a grid of size
9

=

1

2-COL -threshold
2
1.5 New upper bound
r
1
0.5
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

P
Figure 1: Upper bound on

and we refine this grid in each iteration by

=

72+p

2 until the difference between two successive

maximum values is less than 10-15. This method allows us to stop optimization process as soon
as the value of the objective function is greater or equal to

.

In figure 1, the obtained upper bound on T2+p for each p is compared with the natural
bound (1), where the value

T3

= 2495 is used. By setting Ap =

found that the bound (1) is tight up to some p

.001 for 072 < p

0729. For 073 < p

073 we

our approach yields a

better upper bound on the non-colorability of the 2p-COL problem.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we have obtained a new upper bound for the non 2p-colorability threshold for
each p

073. This is the first theoretical approach to this problem. The new upper bound were

obtained by applying the method developed by Kaporis et al. for the 3COL problem to the
2+13--COL problem. We have shown that the natural upper bound based on the non colorability
of the embedded 2COL subproblem introduced by Walsh [81, is tight up to some pc < 0729...
This means that the polynomial 2COL subproblem dominates the 2p-COL problem's solubility up to some pc which is now bounded from above by 0729, and for 073 < p:5

the 2P-COL

problem does not behave like random 2COL problem.

The obtained upper bounds for 073 < p

yields a more accurate picture of the 2p-COL

phase space. This is an important tool for understanding algorithm behavior, since we can view
a complete 3-coloring algorithm as searching trajectories in the 2p-COL phase space.

10

In his experimental study of the 2p-COL problem [81, Walsh obtained that the 2COL threshold was tight for the 2p-COL threshold up to p = .8. In this paper we lowered this value to
0.73. In addition, Walsh oserved that this value 0.8 marked a difference in phase transition
behavior. For p < 0.8 he observed both smooth and sharp regions and for p > .8 the transition
appeared to sharpen significantly. It would be very helpful in order to have a complete understanding of the 2p-COL problem to obtain some theoretical characterization of how transition
sharpens as p goes from

t

.
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